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It is well known that the celebrated Sarkovskii’s Theorem [4] (cf. also [ 11) 
defines a total ordering D on the set N* of positive integers (the Sarkovskii’s 
order) such that, if f is a continuous map of an interval J of the real line 118 into 
itself with a periodic orbit of period p. and p D q, then f has a periodic orbit of 
period 4. The Sarkovskii’s order has a minimum, namely the period 3. Recently, 
Carvalho [Z] has observed that the orbits considered in Sarkovskii’s Theorem are 
of a special kind with respect to the natural order on aB of their points. Thus, in 
[2], he extended the classical Sarkovskii’s order below the standard minimum 
joining a sequence of so-called “n-step orbits”: an n-step orbit of a continuous map 
f: J + J (where J is an interval not reduced to a single point of the real line) is a 
periodic orbit (xl, x2, . . . . x,) off with period n > 1, consisting of n distinct points 
x,<~~<...<x.withx,+,=f(x,)forj=l,..., n-l,andx,=f(x,).Hisresultis 
the following: 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
THJZOREM 1. Let f: J-+ J be a continuous map having an n-step orbit 
(Xl, x2, .**, x,) with n&22; then f has an (n- l)-step orbit (z,, z2, . . . . z,_ 1) 
with T~E]x~, ~,+~[,j= l,..., n- 1. 
In this brief note we show how it is possible to reach the same result of 
Carvalho using the classical and simple theorem by Miranda concerning 
the existence of zeroes of continuous mappings of R” having special 
symmetries. The result which we refer to and which we recall below has 
been often used in the study of BVPs for ODES, especially of Picard or 
Nicoletti type. 
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THEOREM 2. Let C = &= I,m [ak, bk], ak < b, for each k, and let 
F: C-t R” be a continuous map such that the inequalities 
Fk (t, , . . . . tk - 1, ak, tk + 1, . . . . t,)<O0, Frc(t,, . . . . t,-,, b,, fk+,, . . . . t,,,)~O, 
hold for each k and each tj E [a,, bj], j # k. Then F has a zero. 
The original (1940) proof of Miranda Theorem was based on the 
Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem: actually, the two theorems are equivalent 
[3]. Anyway, it is obvious that the map F in Miranda’s Theorem has 
topological degree equal + 1 (unless F vanishes on the boundary of C). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Define a continuous map F from the cube 
C=flj=,,,-, [x,, xi+,] into IF!“-’ by Fj(t,, t,, . . . . t,-l)=f(tj)-tj+l for 
j=l 7 a.., n - 2, and Fnpl (t,, t,, . . . . tn-I)= t, -f(t,-,). The restriction of 
the component Fj to the hyperplanes tj = xi and fi= xi+, takes, 
respectively, the values f (x,) - tj+ r = x,+ , - tj+ 1 d 0, and f (xj+ ,) - tj+ 1 = 
xj+2-tj+l/ > 0 for j = 1, . . . . n - 2, while, for j= y1- 1, we have the values 
tI-f(x,-,)= tI--x,<O, and tl-f(x,)= t,-x130. Therefore Miranda 
Theorem gives the existence of a point (r,, z2, . . . . r,- 1) in C such that 
F(T,, ~2, . . . . r,- 1) = 0. Now it immediate to see that each zj is interior 
to [xi, x~+~], and so the ris are distinct and (rl, r2, . . . . m-r) is an 
(n - 1 )-step orbit for J: 
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